New

Subtle Insights Concerning Knowledge and Practice
Sa’d ibn Mansur Ibn Kammuna al-Baghdadi
Translated, with an Introduction and Commentary, by Y. Tzvi Langermann
Written in the mid-thirteenth century for the newly appointed governor of Isfahan, this compact treatise includes an accessible set of essays on ethics, psychology, political philosophy, and the unity of God. Ibn Kammuna, a Jewish scholar writing in Baghdad, argued the commonality of all monotheisms, both prophetic and philosophical.

WORLD THOUGHT IN TRANSLATION
978-0-300-20369-1 $85.00

Against the Academics
St. Augustine’s Cassiciacum Dialogues, Volume 1
Translation, Annotation, and Commentary by Michael P. Foley
The first four works written by St. Augustine of Hippo after his conversion to Christianity are the influential “Cassiciacum dialogues.” In this first dialogue, expertly translated by Michael Foley, Augustine and his interlocutors explore the history and teachings of Academic skepticism.

978-0-300-23851-8 $60.00

On the Happy Life
St. Augustine’s Cassiciacum Dialogues, Volume 2
Translation, Annotation, and Commentary by Michael P. Foley
The first four works written by St. Augustine of Hippo after his conversion to Christianity are the influential “Cassiciacum dialogues.” In this second dialogue, expertly translated by Michael Foley, Augustine discusses the nature of happiness, concluding that the truly happy life consists of “having God” through faith, hope, and charity.

978-0-300-23852-5 $60.00

Now available in paperback

Radical Sacrifice
Terry Eagleton
Terry Eagleton pursues the concept of sacrifice through the history of human thought, from antiquity to modernity, in religion, politics, and literature. He sheds skewed perceptions of the idea, honing in on a radical structural reconception that relates the ancient world to our own in terms of civilization and violence.

Paperback available in April 2020
978-0-300-25150-0 $15.00

New

Why We Believe
Evolution and the Human Way of Being
Agustín Fuentes
Why are so many humans religious? Why do we daydream, imagine, and hope? This fascinating and urgent book argues that belief—the ability to commit passionately and wholeheartedly to an abstract idea—is central to the human way of being in the world.

FOUNDATION QUESTIONS IN SCIENCE
Hardcover 2019 280 pp. 8 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24399-4 $28.00

The New Cosmic Story
Inside Our Awakening Universe
John F. Haught
In this inviting and thought-provoking book a foremost thinker on the intersection of science and religion argues that an adequate understanding of cosmic history cannot be based on science alone. It must also take into account the implications of the awakening of interiority and religious awareness.

Hardcover 2017 240 pp.
978-0-300-21703-2 $25.00

On Faith and Science
Edward J. Larson and Michael Ruse
A Pulitzer Prize–winning historian and a philosopher of science share their unique perspectives on the often contentious relationship between science and religion, in an accessible and enlightening historical survey of the key debates and controversies surrounding cosmology, geology, evolution, neurobiology, the environment, and more.

Hardcover 2017 312 pp.
978-0-300-21617-2 $30.00
New
The Essential Works of Thomas More

Thomas More  Edited by Gerard B. Wegemer and Stephen W. Smith

In this book, Wegemer and Smith assemble More’s most important works for the first time in a single volume. This volume includes a comprehensive selection of key works on theology, political philosophy, and law, as well as his poetry and prose.

HC - Paper over Board
2020  1,520 pp.  102 b/w illus.  
978-0-300-22337-8  $100.00

Restless Secularism
Modernism and the Religious Inheritance

Matthew Mutter

Through a study of Wallace Stevens, Virginia Woolf, and other major writers, this thoughtful and provocative survey of modernist literature explores how modernism understood the far-reaching consequences of secularism for key fields of experience: language, aesthetics, emotion, and material life.

978-0-300-22173-2  $85.00

Before Religion
A History of a Modern Concept

Brent Nongbri

Surveying representative episodes from a two-thousand-year period, while constantly attending to the concrete social, political, and colonial contexts that shaped relevant works of philosophers, legal theorists, missionaries, and others, Brent Nongbri offers a concise and readable account of the emergence of the concept of religion.

978-0-300-21678-3  $20.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.

Recommended for course use

Books by David Bentley Hart:

New
That All Shall Be Saved
Heaven, Hell, and Universal Salvation

David Bentley Hart

David Bentley Hart makes the case that nearly two millennia of dogmatic tradition have misled readers on the crucial matter of universal salvation. On the basis of the earliest Christian writings, theological tradition, scripture, and logic, Hart argues that if God is the good creator of all, he is the savior of all, without fail.

978-0-300-24622-3  $26.00

Now available in paperback

The New Testament
A Translation

David Bentley Hart

From one of our most celebrated writers on religion comes this fresh, bold, and unsettling new translation of the New Testament. David Bentley Hart has produced a pitilessly literal translation, one that captures the texts’ sometimes raw, astonished, and halting prose.

978-0-300-24844-9  $22.00

The Experience of God
Being, Consciousness, Bliss

David Bentley Hart

Are those who ferociously debate the existence of God even arguing about the same thing? What is God? A revered religious scholar brings reason to the discussion, exploring how the world’s major religions define God and demolishing misconceptions that confuse the conversation.

978-0-300-20935-8  $17.00

Atheist Delusions
The Christian Revolution and Its Fashionable Enemies

David Bentley Hart

Hart dismantles distorted religious “histories” offered up by Christopher Hitchens, Richard Dawkins, and counters their polemics with a brilliant account of Christianity and its message of human charity as the most revolutionary movement in all of Western history.

978-0-300-16429-9  $20.00

Religious Thought
An Introduction to the New Testament
The Abridged Edition
Raymond E. Brown; Edited and Abridged by Marion L. Soards
A third the length of the original, this long-awaited abridgement of Raymond Brown’s classic and best-selling masterpiece maintains its essence without tampering with the insights, conclusions, or centrist interpretation of the scholar widely acknowledged in his lifetime as a paragon of New Testament studies.
THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
Paper 2016 376 pp. 3 b/w illus.
978-0-300-17312-3 $28.00

An Introduction to the New Testament
Raymond E. Brown
This gifted communicator conveys the heartfelt concern of a beloved teacher for his students, as he walks the reader through the basic content and issues of the New Testament. Those opening to the New Testament for the first time and those seeking deeper insights could not ask for more in a primer to the Christian Bible.
THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
978-0-300-14016-3 $75.00

The House of the Mother
The Social Roles of Maternal Kin in Biblical Hebrew Narrative and Poetry
Cynthia R. Chapman
Drawing on twenty years of research, Cynthia Chapman challenges traditional scholarship on Israelite kinship, arguing that maternal kinship bonds played key social, economic, and political roles for sons who aspired to inherit their father’s household. This revelatory work offers a new critical angle on social life in ancient Israel.
Co-winner of the 2017 Biblical Archaeology Society Publication Award
THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
Hardcover 2016 360 pp. 12 b/w illus.
978-0-300-19794-5 $85.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.

= RECOMMENDED FOR COURSE USE
New

**Literary Theory and the New Testament**

Michal Beth Dinkler

In this important and illuminating book, Michal Beth Dinkler uses contemporary literary theory to enhance our understanding and interpretation of the New Testament texts. Her indispensable work asserts the need for a nuanced literary approach to fuel fresh thinking about New Testament texts as both ancient and literary.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY

Hardcover 2019 296 pp. 1 b/w illus. 978-0-300-21991-3 $65.00

---

**Ezekiel 38-48**

A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary

Stephen L. Cook

The final sections of Ezekiel comprise some of the most challenging texts of scripture. This welcome and innovative translation from Stephen L. Cook offers a new approach to these passages, which detail God’s utopian temple and the end-time assault of Gog of Magog on Israel.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE COMMENTARIES

Hardcover 2018 368 pp. 10 b/w illus. 978-0-300-21881-7 $65.00

---

**Amos**

A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary

Göran Eidevall

Based on a synthesis of new research and perspectives, this much-needed new translation and commentary challenges traditional ideas of the genesis, form, and meaning of the book of Amos.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE COMMENTARIES

Hardcover 2017 312 pp. 3 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17878-4 $65.00

---

For a full listing of titles in this series, visit www.yalebooks.com/anchoryalebible

---

Now available in paperback

**Kinship by Covenant**

A Canonical Approach to the Fulfillment of God’s Saving Promises

Scott W. Hahn

Canonical scriptures were created over many centuries by disparate authors working in a variety of genres. Even so, they are unified by an overarching concern for the divine covenants and what they mean for God’s people, shows Scott Hahn in this deeply researched volume.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY

Paper 2019 608 pp. 978-0-300-24843-2 $32.00

---

**How Old Is the Hebrew Bible?**

A Linguistic, Textual, and Historical Study

Ronald Hendel and Jan Joosten

How old is the Hebrew Bible? The question has been debated for centuries, and has not been immune from theological or political bias. Drawing on key linguistic, textual, and historical research, two scholars provide compelling evidence that will create a new standard for the historical study of the Bible.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY

Hardcover 2018 240 pp. 4 b/w illus. 978-0-300-23488-6 $45.00

---

**Jewish Christianity**

The Making of the Christianity-Judaism Divide

Matt Jackson-McCabe

In this provocative work, Matt Jackson-McCabe argues that the modern concept of Jewish Christianity represents an enduring legacy of Christian apologetics. He skillfully shows how a category that began as a way to reimagine the apologetic notion of an authoritative “original Christianity” continues to cause problems in the contemporary study of Jewish and Christian antiquity.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY

Available in June 2020

Hardcover 2020 320 pp. 978-0-300-18013-8 $65.00
A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus, Volume V
Probing the Authenticity of the Parables
John P. Meier
In this eagerly anticipated fifth volume of A Marginal Jew, the foremost authority on the historical Jesus challenges the long-standing consensus on the parables in the Synoptic Gospels. With his signature rigor and insight, John Meier argues that only four of the parables can be attributed to the historical Jesus with fair certitude.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
Cloth 2016 464 pp. 2 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21190-0 $65.00

A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus, Volume IV
Law and Love
John P. Meier
In this eagerly anticipated fourth volume in the Marginal Jew Series, John P. Meier corrects misconceptions about Mosaic Law in Jesus’ time and addresses the teachings of Jesus on major legal topics like divorce, oaths, the Sabbath, purity rules, and the various love commandments in the Gospels.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
Cloth 2009 752 pp. 2 maps
978-0-300-14096-5 $65.00

Ancient Christian Martyrdom
Diverse Practices, Theologies, and Traditions
Candida R. Moss
In this innovative study, Candida Moss offers a radically new history of martyrdom in the first and second centuries that challenges traditional understandings of the spread of Christianity and rethinks the nature of Christian martyrdom itself.

THE ANCHOR YALE BIBLE REFERENCE LIBRARY
Cloth 2012 272 pp.
978-0-300-15465-8 $50.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.

= RECOMMENDED FOR COURSE USE
1. The colony that lived at Elephantine Island in the fifth century BCE is an icon of the Jewish diaspora, but their story is hardly familiar. Karel van der Toorn studies an unexplored papyrus to shed light on their history.

**The Anchor Yale Bible Reference Library**

978-0-300-24351-2  $65.00

---

2. An ambitious and strikingly original study of classical Hebrew, from its origins through the Rabbinic period, this book combines linguistics and social history to view the story of the ancient Israelites through the lens of their language.

**The Anchor Yale Bible Reference Library**

Cloth  2013  280 pp.  
978-0-300-17668-1  $35.00

---

3. Biblical scholar Benjamin Sommer’s illuminating study of Pentateuchal theology and contemporary Jewish thought offers a bold and thought-provoking view of biblical revelation and the authority of God’s law that bolsters the theologies of thinkers such as Abraham Joshua Heschel and Franz Rosenzweig.

Winner of the 2016 Goldstein-Goren Award

**The Anchor Yale Bible Reference Library**

978-0-300-20402-5  $30.00

---

4. In a world that rebels against God, a cataclysmic battle between good and evil is needed to reassert God’s dominion. This bold scholarly work challenges this prevailing theory, reframing Paul’s myths as less about good versus evil than about divine politics and heroic submission.

**The Anchor Yale Bible Reference Library**

Hardcover  2018  352 pp.  
978-0-300-20402-5  $65.00
New
What Are Biblical Values?
What the Bible Says on Key Ethical Issues
John J. Collins
In this eye-opening book, one of the world’s leading biblical scholars examines what the Bible actually says, what values the Bible actually affirms, on several key issues, including the right to life, gender, the role of women, the environment, slavery and liberation, violence and zeal, and social justice.
978-0-300-23193-9 $28.00

Charity
The Place of the Poor in the Biblical Tradition
Gary A. Anderson
The acclaimed author of Sin: A History here turns his attention to the essential role of charity in the Judeo-Christian tradition, how it has been clouded in modern times, and what the Bible asserts about almsgiving and its relation to the goodness of God’s creation.
978-0-300-19883-6 $20.00

Bedouin Culture in the Bible
Clinton Bailey
This groundbreaking book sheds original light on significant points of convergence between Bedouin and early Israelite cultures, as manifested in the Hebrew Bible. Bailey compares Bedouin and biblical sources, identifying overlaps in economic activity, material culture, social values, social organization, laws, religious practices, and oral traditions.
978-0-300-12182-7 $55.00

Holy Resilience
The Bible’s Traumatic Origins
David M. Carr
A provocative reinterpretation of the Bible’s origins by an eminent biblical scholar suggests that catastrophic trauma gave birth to the holy scriptures of Judaism and Christianity, and examines how the Bible’s ability to speak to human suffering has enabled it to retain its power and relevance for thousands of years.
978-0-300-24000-9 $22.00

Job
A New Translation
Edward L. Greenstein
Edward Greenstein’s new translation of Job is a major reinterpretation of this text by one of the world’s foremost authorities on the book. Drawing on nearly a half century of study and through painstaking analysis, Greenstein offers a provocative, highly insightful, and beautiful take on this canonical text.
978-0-300-16234-9 $26.00

The Ten Commandments
A Short History of an Ancient Text
Michael Coogan
In this lively and provocative book, a leading biblical scholar investigates the history of the Ten Commandments, their inconsistencies, their afterlives, and more to arrive at surprising conclusions.
978-0-300-21250-1 $18.00

Divine Bodies
Resurrecting Perfection in the New Testament and Early Christianity
Candida R. Moss
Drawing upon previously unexplored evidence in ancient medicine, philosophy, and culture, this illuminating book both revisits central texts and mines virtually ignored passages in the Gospels to show how the resurrection of the body addresses larger questions about identity and the self.
Hardcover 2019 208 pp.
978-0-300-17976-7 $45.00

How the Bible Became Holy
Michael L. Satlow
Synthesizing an enormous body of scholarly work, Professor Satlow’s groundbreaking study offers provocative new assertions about how an ancient collection of seemingly obscure Israelite writings became the founding texts of both Judaism and Christianity, considered holy by followers of each faith.
978-0-300-17192-1 $25.00

= RECOMMENDED FOR COURSE USE
1.800.405.1619
www.yalebooks.com

New

**Having the Spirit of Christ**
Spirit Possession and Exorcism in the Early Christ Groups

*Giovanni B. Bazzana*

The earliest Christian writings are filled with stories of possession and exorcism, which were crucial for the activity of the historical Jesus and for the practice of his earliest followers. This book approaches possession from a different angle by using a comparative lens that includes contemporary ethnographies of possession across cultures.

978-0-300-24562-2  $65.00

New

**Christ’s Associations**
Connecting and Belonging in the Ancient City

*John S. Kloppenborg*

Drawing on the author’s decade of research on associative practices throughout the ancient world, this innovative study sheds new light on the structure of early Christian groups. John S. Kloppenborg situates the Christian associations in a broad historical context and reshapes the perception of Christ groups in the first three centuries of the Common Era.

Hardcover  2019  536 pp.  27 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21704-9  $40.00

New

**Star Stories**
Constellations and People

*Anthony Aveni*

A world expert on cultural understandings of cosmology, Anthony Aveni provides an unconventional atlas of the night sky. Perfect reading for all storytellers, this book of indigenous and non-Western constellations is an essential addition to any library of mythologies, showing how different cultures can produce varying tales about the patterns in the sky.

Hardcover  2019  208 pp.  34 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24128-0  $26.00

Order our print editions from your favorite retailers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Indigo, and IndieBound.

___

**Books by Paula Fredriksen:**

Now available in paperback

- **When Christians Were Jews**

  *Paula Fredriksen*

  How did a group of charismatic Jewish missionaries, working to prepare their world for God’s coming kingdom, end up becoming the foundation of the gentile church? In this electrifying history, Paula Fredriksen uncovers the social and spiritual dynamics embedded in the New Testament documents, revealing the story of when Christians were Jews.

  Paper  2019  280 pp.  2 b/w illus
  978-0-300-24840-1  $20.00

- **The Pagans’ Apostle**

  *Paula Fredriksen*

  History sees Paul as a founder of Christianity. But Paul saw himself as Christ’s messenger, living and working in history’s final hour. By situating Paul in his complex social world of Jews and pagans, angels and demons, gods and humans, Paula Fredriksen offers a compelling new portrait of the apostle.

  Winner of the 2018 Prose Award in Theology and Religious Studies

  978-0-300-24015-3  $22.00

- **Augustine and the Jews**

  *Paula Fredriksen*

  Fredriksen’s provocative book traces the social and intellectual forces that led to the development of Christian anti-Judaism and shows how and why Augustine challenged this toxic tradition.

  978-0-300-16628-6  $20.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.
How the Gospels Became History
Jesus and Mediterranean Myths
M. David Litwa
Like most ancient—and modern—people, early Christians made efforts to present their myths in the most believable ways. In this eye-opening book, M. David Litwa explores how and why what later became the four canonical gospels take on a historical cast that remains vitally important for many Christians today.
Hardcover 2019 312 pp.
978-0-300-24263-8 $65.00

That One Should Disdain Hardships
The Teachings of a Roman Stoic
Musonius Rufus; Translated by Cora E. Lutz; With an Introduction by Gretchen Reydams-Schils
At a time of renewed interest in Stoicism, this collection of Musonius Rufus’s lectures and sayings, as recorded by his contemporaries, offers readers access to the thought of one of history’s most influential and remarkable Stoic teachers.
Available in February 2020
978-0-300-22603-4 $22.00

God’s Library
The Archaeology of the Earliest Christian Manuscripts
Brent Nongbri
In this bold and groundbreaking book, Brent Nongbri vividly shows that the earliest Christian books are more than just carriers of texts or samples of handwriting. They are three-dimensional archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell, if we’re willing to listen.
Winner of the 2019 Ramirez Family Award;
Winner of the 2019 George A. and Jean S. DeLong History Book Prize
Paper 2020 416 pp. 73 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24860-9 $24.00

Order our print editions from your favorite retailers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Indigo, and IndieBound.

Available in April 2020
978-0-300-24789-3 $65.00

One True Life
The Stoics and Early Christians as Rival Traditions
C. Kavin Rowe
In a unique, cross-disciplinary merging of philosophy and biblical studies, a New Testament scholar reconceives the relationship between Stoic philosophy and early Christianity as a rivalry between strong truth-seeking traditions and maintains that a commitment to one particular form of philosophical life offers the surest path to existential truth.
Cloth 2016 344 pp.
978-0-300-18012-1 $40.00

Mary in Early Christian Faith and Devotion
Stephen J. Shoemaker
For the first time the full story of the emergence and development of the Marian cult in early Christianity comes to light in a fascinating work of theological scholarship that challenges many conventional beliefs surrounding the subject of Mary, Mother of God.
Cloth 2016 304 pp.
978-0-300-21721-6 $38.00

God’s Library
The Archaeology of the Earliest Christian Manuscripts
Brent Nongbri
In this bold and groundbreaking book, Brent Nongbri vividly shows that the earliest Christian books are more than just carriers of texts or samples of handwriting. They are three-dimensional archaeological artifacts with fascinating stories to tell, if we’re willing to listen.
Winner of the 2019 Ramirez Family Award;
Winner of the 2019 George A. and Jean S. DeLong History Book Prize
Paper 2020 416 pp. 73 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24860-9 $24.00

How the Christians Who Became Jews
Acts of the Apostles and Ethnicity in the Roman City
Christopher Stroup
This innovative work explores the depiction of Jewish and Christian identity in Acts of the Apostles by analyzing ethnicity within a broader context. Examining Acts through a new lens, Christopher Stroup shows that the text presents Jewish identity in multiple, complex ways, in order to legitimize the Jewishness of Christians.
Available in April 2020
978-0-300-24789-3 $65.00
Now available in paperback

- **Cunegonde’s Kidnapping**
  A Story of Religious Conflict in the Age of Enlightenment
  *Benjamin J. Kaplan*
  In 1762 a religious war erupted when a young Catholic woman tried to kidnap a baby to prevent it from being baptized in a Protestant church. This gripping book shows how, in the supposedly tolerant Age of Enlightenment, such interfaith strife was still possible.
  THE LEWIS WALPOLE SERIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE AND HISTORY
  Paper 2019 312 pp. 30 b/w illus.
  978-0-300-24441-0 $27.50

**Reformations**

The Early Modern World, 1450–1650
  *Carlos M. N. Eire*
  In this lively, page-turning history of Western civilization’s transition from the Middle Ages to modernity, the author investigates the Protestant and Catholic Reformations and reveals how their legacy continues to shape our world and define who we are today.
  Winner of the 2017 R.R. Hawkins Award
  Paper 2018 920 pp. 155 b/w illus.
  978-0-300-24003-0 $25.00

**Catholics on the Barricades**

Poland, France, and “Revolution,” 1891–1956
  *Piotr H. Kosicki*
  This transnational history is the first to triangulate the intellectual worlds of France, Poland, and the Catholic Church, examining generations of Catholics who believed that they had found the key to building a just society on earth without waiting for the Last Judgment.
  YALE-HOOVER SERIES ON AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES
  Hardcover 2018 424 pp. 13 b/w illus.
  978-0-300-22551-8 $40.00

**Religious Conflict in Brazil**

Protestants, Catholics, and the Rise of Religious Pluralism in the Early Twentieth Century
  *Erika Helgen*
  This innovative study explores the transition in Brazil from a hegemonically Catholic society to a religiously pluralistic society. With sensitivity and nuance, Erika Helgen shows that the rise of religious pluralism was fraught with conflict and violence, as Catholic bishops, priests, and friars organized intense campaigns against Protestantism.
  Available in June 2020
  978-0-300-24358-9 $65.00

**Heretics and Believers**

A History of the English Reformation
  *Peter Marshall*
  In this book, Marshall argues that sixteenth-century England was already open to competing ideas of “reform,” and King Henry VIII’s actions opened a Pandora’s Box from which pluralism and diversity flowed and rooted themselves in English life.
  Winner of the 2018 Wolfson History Prize
  Paper 2018 672 pp. 32 b/w illus.
  978-0-300-23458-9 $25.00

**New**

The Eastern Orthodox Church
A New History
  *John Anthony McGuckin*
  In this accessible account of the Eastern Orthodox Church, John McGuckin explores the lived faith of generations, including sketches of some of the most important theological themes and individual personalities of the ancient and modern Church.
  Available in March 2020
  978-0-300-21876-3 $32.50
1.800.405.1619

Books by Robert Louis Wilken:

**Liberty in the Things of God**
*The Christian Origins of Religious Freedom*

*Robert Louis Wilken*

Chronicling the history of the struggle for religious freedom from the early Christian movement through the seventeenth century, Robert Louis Wilken shows that the origins of religious freedom and liberty of conscience are religious, not political, in origin.

978-0-300-22663-8 $26.00

**The First Thousand Years**
*A Global History of Christianity*

*Robert Louis Wilken*

Beginning with the life of Jesus, Robert Louis Wilken narrates the dramatic spread and development of a global Christianity over the first thousand years of its history and shows how it constituted one of the most profound revolutions the world has known.

Paper 2013 416 pp. 28 b/w illus.
978-0-300-19838-6 $23.00

**The Spirit of Early Christian Thought**
*Seeking the Face of God*

*Robert Louis Wilken*

In this eloquent introduction to early Christian thought, eminent religious historian Robert Louis Wilken examines the tradition that such figures as St. Augustine, Gregory of Nyssa, and others set in place. These early thinkers constructed a new intellectual and spiritual world, Wilken shows, and they can still be heard as living voices in the modern world.

978-0-300-10598-8 $22.00

**The Christians as the Romans Saw Them**
*Second Edition*

*Robert Louis Wilken*

This book, which includes a new preface by the author, offers an engrossing portrayal of the early years of the Christian movement from the perspective of the Romans.

978-0-300-09839-6 $15.95

---

**The History of the Future in Colonial Mexico**

*Matthew D. O’Hara*

A prominent scholar of colonial-era Mexican and Latin American history challenges the field’s focus on historical memory. His work demonstrates how colonial subjects used the resources of tradition and Catholicism to craft new futures.

Hardcover 2018 272 pp. 12 b/w illus.
978-0-300-23393-3 $38.00

**The Crusader Armies**

*1099–1187*

*Steve Tibble*

The first comprehensive study in sixty years, this volume documents the strength and sophistication of the Western and Muslim armies during the Crusades. Historian Steve Tibble also makes the controversial proposition that the Crusades were driven as much by sedentary versus nomadic tribal concerns as by religious conflict.

Hardcover 2018 424 pp. 20 color illus. + 21 maps
978-0-300-21814-5 $35.00

**Hot Protestants**

*A History of Puritanism in England and America*

*Michael P. Winship*

In this innovative and compelling study, Michael Winship covers the full sweep of puritan history, from the early nonconformists of the 1540s to the establishment of godly republics in both England and America and the movement’s eventual demise at the end of the seventeenth century.

Hardcover 2019 368 pp. 24 b/w illus.
978-0-300-12628-0 $28.00

---

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.

= RECOMMENDED FOR COURSE USE
New

**The Jews and the Reformation**

*Kenneth Austin*

In this rich, wide-ranging account, Kenneth Austin examines Christian attitudes toward Jews, the Hebrew language, and Jewish learning in the Reformation era. He argues that they have much to tell us about the Reformation and its priorities—and have important implications for how we think about religious pluralism more broadly.

Available in July 2020

Hardcover 2020 288 pp. 16 b/w illus.

978-0-300-18629-1 $45.00

---

New

**The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and Civilization, Volume 6**

*Edited by Elisheva Carlebach*

This volume covers a period Carlebach describes as witnessing “the most profound changes to have occurred since antiquity” in Jewish life. The volume surveys Jewish cultural and intellectual production during a time of changing values, politics, and significant Jewish migration.

**POSEN LIBRARY OF JEWISH CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION**

Hardcover 2019 600 pp. 133 color + 59 b/w illus.

978-0-300-19000-7 $150.00

---

New

**Refugees or Migrants**

*Pre-Modern Jewish Population Movement*

*Robert Chazan*

For millennia, Jews and non-Jews have viewed forced population movement as a core aspect of Jewish experience. In this absorbing book, Robert Chazan explores the explanations for this sense and argues that Jews have by and large relocated voluntarily, out of the sense that there were available alternatives for a better life.


978-0-300-21857-2 $38.00

---

New

**Who Wants to Be a Jewish Writer?**

*And Other Essays*

*Adam Kirsch*

This new collection from poet and literary critic Adam Kirsch brings together essays on poetry, religion, and the connection between them. Kirsch explores topics ranging from what defines Jewish literature to the relationship between poetry and politics to the future of literary reputation in the age of the internet.


978-0-300-24013-9 $26.00

---

New

**Hitler’s Jewish Refugees**

*Hope and Anxiety in Portugal*

*Marion Kaplan*

This riveting book describes the experience of Jewish refugees as they fled Hitler to live in limbo in Portugal until they could reach safer havens abroad. Drawing attention not only to the social and physical upheavals of refugee life, Kaplan highlights their feelings as they fled their homes and histories while begging strangers for kindness.

Hardcover 2020 352 pp. 11 b/w illus.

978-0-300-24425-0 $45.00

---

New

**Well Worth Saving**

*American Universities’ Life-and-Death Decisions on Refugees from Nazi Europe*

*Laurel Leff*

The United States’ role in saving Europe’s intellectual elite from the Nazis is often told as a tale of triumph. Yet for every scholar who survived, many more did not. In this eye-opening book, Laurel Leff tells the riveting story of American universities’ life-and-death hiring decisions.

Hardcover 2019 368 pp. 22 b/w illus.

978-0-300-24387-1 $28.00

---

Now available in paperback

**Catch-67**

*The Left, the Right, and the Legacy of the Six-Day War*

*Micah Goodman; Translated by Eylon Levy*

Already a best seller in Hebrew, Micah Goodman’s bold new book dives into the heart of a controversy that has divided Israelis since the Six-Day War. Should Israel be one land united, or should some, if not all, of it be returned to Palestinians?


978-0-300-24841-8 $18.00

---

**Roads Taken**

*The Great Jewish Migrations to the New World and the Peddlers Who Forged the Way*

*Hasia R. Diner*

Intrepid Jewish peddlers left central and eastern Europe, the Ottoman Empire, and north Africa for better opportunities between the late 1700s and early 1900s. This compelling book is the first to tell the story of the humble peddler and his powerful influence on Jewish history and on the histories of the lands to which he traveled.


978-0-300-23439-8 $22.00
In this bracing and challenging case for the role of the historian today, David Myers revisits the chasm between history and memory, revealing the middle space occupied by modern Jewish historians as they work between the poles of empathic storytelling and the critical sifting of sources.

THE FRANZ ROSENZWEIG LECTURE SERIES
Hardcover 2018 192 pp.
978-0-300-22893-9 $45.00

Now available in paperback

American Judaism
A History, Second Edition
Jonathan D. Sarna
Jonathan D. Sarna’s award-winning American Judaism is now available in an updated and revised edition that summarizes recent scholarship and takes into account important historical, cultural, and political developments in American Judaism over the past fifteen years.

Paper 2019 560 pp. 41 b/w illus.
978-0-300-19039-7 $26.00

Beyond the Nation-State
The Zionist Political Imagination from Pinsker to Ben-Gurion
Dmitry Shumsky
Dmitry Shumsky’s book is a ground-breaking history of the idea of a Jewish state in modern Zionism from its beginnings in the late nineteenth century until the establishment of the State of Israel, offering a very pointed critique of Zionist historiography and promising to challenge its field.

978-0-300-23013-0 $40.00 $30.00

New

The Jews of Eighteenth-Century Jamaica
A Testamentary History of a Diaspora in Transition
Stanley Mirvis
Based on last wills and testaments composed by Jamaican Jews between 1673 and 1815, this book explores the social and familial experiences of one of the most critical yet understudied nodes of the Atlantic Portuguese Jewish Diaspora.

Available in May 2020
978-0-300-23881-5 $65.00
Moses Mendelssohn’s Hebrew Writings
Transcribed by Edward Breuer; Introduced and Annotated by Edward Breuer and David Sorkin
Moses Mendelssohn (1729–1786) was one of the most influential thinkers of the Enlightenment and a writer whose Hebrew writings have not been widely available in English. Generously annotated, this volume is the first to translate extensive selections from the “Hebrew Mendelssohn,” offering important perspective on a formative figure of modern Judaism.
Yale Judaica Series
978-0-300-22902-8 $50.00

Jewish Materialism
The Intellectual Revolution of the 1870s
Eliyahu Stern
Set against the revolutionary backdrop of mid-nineteenth-century Europe, this original, revisionist account of Jewish modernity unearths the path that led a group of scientists, rabbis, communal leaders, and political upstarts to reconstruct the core tenets of Judaism and join the vanguard of twentieth-century revolutionary politics.
Hardcover 2018 320 pp. 24 b/w illus.
978-0-300-22180-0 $45.00

The Genius
Elijah of Vilna and the Making of Modern Judaism
Eliyahu Stern
This book offers a new narrative of modern Jewish history based on the life and legacy of the most influential modern rabbinic figure, the eighteenth-century rabbi Elijah ben Solomon, known as the Vilna Gaon.
Winner of the 2012 Samuel and Ronnie Heyman Prize
978-0-300-20592-3 $30.00

New
Theodor Herzl
The Charismatic Leader
Derek Penslar
How did Theodor Herzl, a cosmopolitan and assimilated European Jew, become the leader of the Zionist movement? Drawing on a vast body of Herzl’s writings, historian Derek Penslar shows that Herzl’s path to Zionism had as much to do with personal crises as it did with antisemitism.
Jewish Lives
Available in February 2020
Hardcover 2020 256 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-18040-4 $26.00

Now available in paperback
Rav Kook
Mystic in a Time of Revolution
Yehudah Mirsky
This insightful biography of Abraham Isaac Kook, the first chief rabbi of Jewish Palestine and the founding theologian of religious Zionism, recounts the extraordinary events of his life and examines his teachings and complicated legacy.
Jewish Lives
Paper 2019 288 pp. 8 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24857-9 $16.00

Now available in paperback
Moses
A Human Life
Avivah Gottlieb Zornberg
In this compelling book an eminent Jewish scholar offers draws on an array of modern literary and psychoanalytic materials to enrich our understanding of the baby set adrift on the Nile who became the leader and lawgiver of his people.
Jewish Lives
Paperback available in March 2020
Paper 2020 240 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-25188-3 $15.00

Now available in paperback
Jabotinsky
A Life
Hillel Halkin
This insightful biography of the controversial, fervent Zionist leader of the 1920s and ‘30s sets aside stereotypes that have miscast him and reveals the full extent of his gifts, achievements, failures, and perplexing contradictions.
Jewish Lives
Paper 2019 256 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24438-0 $16.00

Order our print editions from your favorite retailers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Indigo, and IndieBound.
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New

Who Is an Evangelical?
The History of a Movement in Crisis
Thomas S. Kidd
In this illuminating book, Thomas Kidd draws on his expertise in American religious history to re narrate the arc of evangelicalism. It is a must-read for those trying to better understand the shifting religious and political landscape of America today.
978-0-300-24141-9 $26.00

Benjamin Franklin
The Religious Life of a Founding Father
Thomas S. Kidd
As a teenager, Benjamin Franklin rejected his Calvinist upbringing in favor of deism. As an adult, he wrote prodigiously about the evolution of his faith, yet maintained close ties with devout Christians. Thomas S. Kidd’s rich biography explores the complex spiritual life of one of America’s most beloved figures.
Winner of the Guittard Book Award
978-0-300-24017-7 $20.00

American Dharma
Buddhism Beyond Modernity
Ann Gleig
Recent decades have witnessed Buddhist communities both continuing the modernization of Buddhism and questioning its limitations. In this fascinating portrait of a rapidly changing religious landscape, Ann Gleig illuminates developments in American Buddhism during a period she identifies as a distinct stage in the assimilation of Buddhism to the West.
978-0-300-21580-9 $35.00

Hayim Nahman Bialik
Poet of Hebrew
Avner Holtzman
This eloquent biography investigates the dramatic life of the most venerated Hebrew poet. Bialik achieved widespread success in the Hebrew reading community worldwide, and especially in Jewish Palestine. This studied account reveals both the full glory and profound tragedy of Bialik’s life.
JEWISH LIVES
Hardcover 2017 264 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20066-9 $26.00

Martin Buber
A Life of Faith and Dissent
Paul Mendes-Flohr
In this accessible biography, Mendes-Flohr situates Buber’s life and legacy in the intellectual and cultural life of German Jewry and in the broader European intellectual life of the first half of the twentieth century.
JEWISH LIVES
Hardcover 2019 440 pp. 9 b/w illus.
978-0-300-15304-0 $26.00

Yitzhak Rabin
Soldier, Leader, Statesman
Itamar Rabinovich
In this insider’s account of Rabin’s life, peace policies, and contributions, one of his closest aides provides extraordinary insights into the valiant efforts to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Oslo Accords, and the bitter consequences of Rabin’s sudden death.
JEWISH LIVES
978-0-300-23463-3 $15.00

Menasseh ben Israel
Rabbi of Amsterdam
Steven Nadler
In this vividly written biography, Steven Nadler explores the life and impact of Menasseh ben Israel. His book considers Menasseh’s contribution to Amsterdam, and his role in the intellectual and political history of European Jewry.
JEWISH LIVES
Hardcover 2018 312 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-22410-8 $26.00

For a full listing of Jewish Lives titles, visit www.jewishlives.org
Religion in America

New

**World of Trouble**
A Philadelphia Quaker Family’s Journey through the American Revolution

*Richard Godbeer*

This fascinating account of the American Revolution as experienced by a Philadelphia Quaker couple, Elizabeth and Henry Drinker, offers a rare firsthand look at how that conflict affected colonists’ personal lives.

*THE LEWIS WALPOLE SERIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE AND HISTORY*

Hardcover 2019 480 pp. 17 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21998-2 $38.00

New

**American Religion, American Politics**
An Anthology

*Edited by Joseph Kip Kosek; Foreword by Jon Butler*

The contentious history of religion in American politics is explored in an anthology of primary documents covering a wide range of topics including slavery, the controversy over Mormon polygamy in the 1800s, and today’s debates over same-sex marriage and terrorism.

978-0-300-20351-6 $30.00

New

**The Many Captivities of Esther Wheelwright**

*Ann M. Little*

Esther Wheelwright (1696–1780) was born among New England Protestants, was raised by Native Americans, and came of age in a French-Canadian convent. Ann Little’s absorbing biography explores one of colonial America’s most fascinating women.

*THE LEWIS WALPOLE SERIES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CULTURE AND HISTORY*

978-0-300-23457-2 $30.00

Now available in paperback

New

**The Tragedy of U.S. Foreign Policy**
How America’s Civil Religion Betrayed the National Interest

*Walter A. McDougall; With a New Preface*

In this provocative book, an acclaimed Pulitzer Prize–winning historian explores the role of civil religion in shaping the domestic and foreign policy of a “God blessed America” from the era of the Founding Fathers through to the present day.

978-0-300-24453-3 $20.00
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New

**The Trials of Thomas Morton**
An Anglican Lawyer, His Puritan Foes, and the Battle for a New England

*Peter C. Mancall*

Peter C. Mancall’s account of Thomas Morton—a lawyer and fur trader in colonial Massachusetts who worked to create a society beneficial to both natives and colonists—sheds new light on the tensions that defined the early American experience.

Hardcover 2019 288 pp. 19 b/w illus.
978-0-300-23010-9 $30.00

New

**Polygamy**
An Early American History

*Sarah M. S. Pearsall*

Sarah Pearsall explores how, well before the Mormons, polygamy played a broad role in debates surrounding politics, domesticity, and the moral imperatives of American society.

PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE WILLIAM P. CLEMENTS CENTER FOR SOUTHWEST STUDIES, SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY

Hardcover 2019 416 pp. 28 b/w illus.
978-0-300-22684-3 $38.00

New

**America’s Religious Wars**
The Embattled Heart of Our Public Life

*Kathleen M. Sands*

Approaching religion as a symbolic vehicle for many American conflicts, Kathleen Sands explores the ways religion-talk signals deep disagreements about the foundations of our society while making those disagreements even harder to resolve.

Hardcover 2019 352 pp. 14 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21386-7 $30.00

New

**The Book of Mormon**
The Earliest Text

*Edited by Royal Skousen; Translated by Joseph Smith*

As the most accurate and readable version of the Book of Mormon ever published, Royal Skousen’s corrected text represents a work of remarkable dedication and a landmark in American religious scholarship.

Cloth 2009 848 pp.
978-0-300-14218-1 $40.00
Books by Gary Dorrien:

Now available in paperback

Breaking White Supremacy
Martin Luther King Jr. and the Black Social Gospel
Gary Dorrien
Acclaimed scholar Gary Dorrien continues the magisterial story he began with his Grawemeyer Award winner, The New Abolition. Shifting his focus to Martin Luther King Jr., Dorrien explores a long-overlooked aspect of the martyred civil rights visionary’s work: King’s early embrace of the internationalist social gospel and its enduring relevance today.

Paper 2019 632 pp. 6 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24433-5 $30.00

Social Democracy in the Making
Political and Religious Roots of European Socialism
Gary Dorrien
This magisterial investigation of Christian socialism and Social Democratic politics in Britain and Germany traces the story of democratic socialism from its nineteenth-century roots through the mid-1960s. Examining how the movement adapted to different cultural, religious, and political contexts, Gary Dorrien argues for a decentralized economic democracy and anti-imperial internationalism.

Hardcover 2019 600 pp.
978-0-300-23602-6 $37.50

The New Abolition
W. E. B. Du Bois and the Black Social Gospel
Gary Dorrien
In this groundbreaking work, Gary Dorrien describes the early history of the black social gospel from its nineteenth-century founding to its close association in the twentieth century with W. E. B. Du Bois. He offers a new perspective on modern Christianity and the civil rights era.

Winner of the 2017 Grawemeyer Award in Religion
Paper 2018 672 pp. 12 b/w illus.
978-0-300-23059-8 $30.00
Books by Stephen Batchelor:

New

The Art of Solitude
Stephen Batchelor

This beautiful literary collage documents Stephen Batchelor’s multifaceted explorations of solitude. In a hyperconnected world that is simultaneously plagued by social isolation, he reminds us how to enjoy the inescapable solitude that is at the heart of human life.

Paperback available in February 2020
Hardcover 2020 200 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-25093-0 $23.00

Secular Buddhism
Imagining the Dharma in an Uncertain World
Stephen Batchelor

From the classroom to the workplace to the hospital room, mindfulness meditation in the West has become a common practice. Many of its Western practitioners, however, do not identify as Buddhist. In this thought-provoking collection, Stephen Batchelor explores the implications of Buddhism’s secularization.

Paper 2018 296 pp. 1 b/w illus.
978-0-300-23425-1 $17.00

After Buddhism
Rethinking the Dharma for a Secular Age
Stephen Batchelor

In this provocative book, a world-renowned Buddhist teacher reexamines the earliest Buddhist texts to show what was and remains so startling about the Buddha’s vision of human flourishing.

978-0-300-22434-4 $18.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.
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An Autobiography or The Story of My Experiments with Truth
A Critical Edition

M. K. Gandhi; Translated by Mahadev Desai; Introduced and Annotated by Tridip Suhrud

M.K. Gandhi’s Autobiography is an international classic, hailed as one of the “100 Best Spiritual Books of the 20th Century.” This first critical edition by leading Gandhi scholar Tridip Suhrud offers an unprecedented window into one of the world’s most widely read books.

Hardcover 2018 816 pp. 8 pp. b/w illus.
978-0-300-23407-7 $35.00

Everyday Mysticism
A Contemplative Community at Work in the Desert
Ariel Glucklich

A noted religion scholar invites readers into Neot Smadar, a dynamic farming community and spiritual oasis that has thrived for a quarter century in Israel’s arid Negev desert by putting ancient Buddhist and Hindu principles into everyday practice as ways of living and working.

Hardcover 2017 280 pp. 18 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21209-9 $45.00

The Monastery and the Microscope
Conversations with the Dalai Lama on Mind, Mindfulness, and the Nature of Reality
Edited by Wendy Hasenkamp with Janna R. White

In 2013, the Dalai Lama gathered with leading scientists, philosophers, and monks for in-depth discussions on the nature of reality, consciousness, and the human mind. This eye-opening book presents a record of those spirited and wide-ranging dialogues.

Hardcover 2017 400 pp. 47 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21808-4 $38.00

Ganges
The Many Pasts of an Indian River
Sudipta Sen

The Ganges is the world’s third-largest river. Tracing its past from prehistoric times through the ages, this sweeping, interdisciplinary history offers a remarkable portrait of India’s most sacred and important river, a potent symbol across South Asia.

Hardcover 2019 464 pp. 66 b/w illus.
978-0-300-11916-9 $30.00
New

Why I Am Not a Buddhist
Evan Thompson
In this provocative essay, Evan Thompson challenges the idea that Buddhism is somehow more scientific and exceptional than other religious traditions. Smart, sympathetic, and intellectually ambitious, this book is a must-read for anyone interested in Buddhism’s place in our world today.
978-0-300-22655-3 $26.00

Now available in paperback

The Spirit of Zen
Sam van Schaik
Featuring the first full English translation of an ancient and important text, The Masters of the Lanka, Sam van Schaik sheds new light on Zen and explores how it fits into the wider Buddhist tradition.
The Spirit of ...
978-0-300-22145-9 $17.00

The Yi River Commentary on the Book of Changes
Cheng Yi; Edited and Translated by L. Michael Harrington; Introduction by L. Michael Harrington and Robin R. Wang
This book is a translation of one of the most influential commentaries on the I Ching (Yijing), which first appeared as a divination text in Zhou-dynasty China and later became a work of cosmology, philosophy, and political theory as commentators supplied it with new meanings.
WORLD THOUGHT IN TRANSLATION
HC-Paper over Board 2019 576 pp. 67 b/w illus.
978-0-300-21807-7 $85.00

Order our print editions from your favorite retailers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Indigo, and IndieBound.

1.800.405.1619

New

Britain and Islam
A History from 622 to the Present Day
Martin Pugh
In this broad yet sympathetic survey, Martin Pugh explores the social, political, and cultural encounters between Britain and Islam. He argues that Islamic groups have often embraced Western ideas and that Muslims have become increasingly key participants in British society.
Hardcover 2019 352 pp. 16 col. illus.
978-0-300-23494-7 $40.00

New

Muslims and Citizens
Islam, Politics, and the French Revolution
Ian Coller
Ian Coller explores how Muslims came to participate in the political struggles of the French Revolution and how revolutionaries used Muslims in France and beyond as a test case for their ideals of universalism, citizenship, and religious toleration.
Hardcover 2020 360 pp. 21 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24336-9 $50.00

From Victims to Suspects
Muslim Women Since 9/11
Shakira Hussein
Once regarded as passive victims waiting to be rescued, Muslim women are now widely regarded as the arbiters of “terror” and a potential threat. Drawing on interviews and examples from across the globe, Hussein shows how this shift in attitude has taken place and the impact that it is having.
978-0-300-23042-0 $30.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.
New
Allah
God in the Qur’an
Gabriel Said Reynolds
The central figure of the Qur’an is not Muhammad but Allah. The Qur’an is marked above all by its call to worship Allah, and Allah alone. In this illuminating portrait, Gabriel Reynolds depicts a god of both mercy and vengeance, one who transcends simple classification.
Available in March 2020
978-0-300-24658-2 $30.00

The Qur’an and the Bible
Text and Commentary
Gabriel Said Reynolds; Translated by Ali Quli Qarai
The first comprehensive study to compare the sacred texts of Islam, Judaism, and Christianity, this groundbreaking book includes a full translation of the Qur’an, excerpts from the Bible, and revelatory commentary that demonstrates how the sacred scriptures of the three Abrahamic faiths are intrinsically connected.
Hardcover 2018 1,032 pp.
978-0-300-18132-6 $40.00

Now available in paperback
Radical Love
Teachings from the Islamic Mystical Tradition
Translated and Edited by Omid Safi
At a time when the association of Islam with violence dominates headlines, this beautiful collection allows us to encounter a radically different face of the Islamic tradition. It traces a soaring, poetic, popular tradition that celebrates love for both humanity and Divine as the ultimate path leading humanity to God.
978-0-300-24861-6 $20.00
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New
The Anthropocene and the Humanities
From Climate Change to a New Age of Sustainability
Carolyn Merchant
Carolyn Merchant offers a wide-ranging exploration of the ways science, technology, and the humanities create awareness of human impacts on the environment. She traces developments in the humanities throughout the Anthropocene era, and their impact on sustainability in the future.
The Future Series
Available in April 2020
Hardcover 2020 224 pp. 80 b/w illus.
978-0-300-24423-6 $26.00

New
Safe Enough Spaces
A Pragmatist’s Approach to Inclusion, Free Speech, and Political Correctness on College Campuses
Michael S. Roth
Roth offers a sane approach to the noisy debates surrounding affirmative action, political correctness, and free speech, urging us to envision college as a space in which students feel empowered to engage with criticism and a diversity of ideas.
978-0-300-23485-5 $25.00

Now available in paperback
Standing for Reason
The University in a Dogmatic Age
John Sexton; With a Foreword by Gordon Brown
John Sexton explores how our universities might function as a “sacred space” for dialogue and, as such, how they might serve as an antidote to the “secular dogmatism” that infects our society.
Paperback available in April 2020
978-0-300-25186-9 $18.00

Religion in the University
Nicholas Wolterstorff
In this penetrating essay, renowned philosopher Nicholas Wolterstorff ranges from Max Weber and John Locke to Ludwig Wittgenstein and Charles Taylor to offer a compelling defense of religion’s place within a secular university.
Hardcover 2019 192 pp.
978-0-300-24370-3 $25.00

Also of Interest

Islam

Also of Interest 21
Agents of Faith
Votive Objects in Time and Place
Edited by Ittai Weinryb

Agents of Faith explores the nature, role, and function of votive objects across historical periods, religions, and cultures.

DISTRIBUTED FOR THE BARD GRADUATE CENTER
HC - Paper over Board 2018 372 pp. 250 color + 60 b/w illus.
978-0-300-22296-8 $75.00

Now available in paperback

Joy
100 Poems
Edited by Christian Wiman

In this revelatory anthology, Christian Wiman brings together one hundred of the most evocative modern poems on joy. Ranging from Emily Dickinson to Mahmoud Darwish, and from Sylvia Plath to Wendell Berry, his rich selections awaken us to the essential role joy plays in human life.

978-0-300-24863-0 $20.00

Empathy
A History
Susan Lanzoni

This surprising, sweeping, and deeply researched history uncovers empathy’s historical layers—from late nineteenth-century German aesthetics to mirror neurons—offering a rich portrait of the tension between the reach one’s own imagination and the realities of others’ experiences.

Hardcover 2018 408 pp. 23 b/w illus.
978-0-300-22268-5 $30.00

Our e-book editions are available from most major e-book stores, including the Amazon Kindle store, B&N’s Nook store, Google editions, Kobo, and Sony.
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